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VIDEO + WORKFLOWS + WATSON

Multiscreen

Streaming

Deliver superior 

OTT or TV 

Everywhere across 

devices through a 

compelling user 

experience, flexible 

access and catalog 

automation.

Workflow & 

Distribution

Simplify video 

logistics and scale 

distribution while 

taking advantage of 

monetization 

opportunities such 

as extended 

Nielsen ratings 

measurement.

Enterprise Video

Platform

Comprehensive, 

secure streaming 

platform for internal 

and external 

comms. Ingest, 

transcode, store, 

play, and analyze 

live or on demand 

video.

Watson Video

Enrichment

Apply AI to analyze 

textual, audio, and 

visual data within 

multimedia content, 

and to build easily 

searchable 

metadata packages 

for every asset.

Watson

Captioning

Leverage AI 

technology to 

automatically and 

rapidly generate 

editable closed 

captions that better 

enable FCC and 

ADA compliance.

IBM Cloud Video IBM Watson Media



Deep Blue v. Kasparov

1997
IBM AI defeats chess

champion Kasparov

Research & Development

Jeopardy Grand Challenge

2011
Watson defeats reigning

Jeopardy champion

Demonstration

Watson for Healthcare

2012 
Aids in the fight to

cure cancer

Commercialization

Watson for Financial Services

2014
Detects fraud and insures 

regulatory compliance

Expansion

Watson Media Solutions

Present
IBM launches video

enrichment & captioning

Cross-Industry Applications

THE COGNITIVE ERA IS HERE
and IBM is leading the movement.



Infusing Watson to Solve 

Todays Challenges

Dated recommendation engines

POOR CONTENT DISCOVERY

Fragmented audiences and viewing

Inaccurate ad targeting

Weak personalization

High content creation cost 

Short content shelf life

Fragmented devices

Massive, unmanageable, unmonetizable content libraries

CONTENT INTEGRITY

Increased maintenance 

labor cost

REGULATORY CHALLENGESShallow analytics

Costly manual metadata creation

Lacking business intelligence 

for content acquisition

Complex content rights managementUnderstanding viewer behavior and preferences

INEFFICIENT WORKFLOWSMaintain consumer satisfaction

Scale to meet growing demand



Watson Video 
Enrichment



Watson Video Enrichment uses industry 

leading AI capabilities to analyze textual, 

audio, and visual data within multi-media 

content, and to build easily searchable 

metadata packages for every asset.

By understanding content in new ways, 

media companies can improve content 

discovery, increase operational efficiency, 

deliver higher ad revenues, drive viewer 

engagement and offer entirely new ways to 

meet the demands of their businesses.

Play Demo

../Downloads/WATSON VIDEO ENRICHMENT 1080P 8500KBPS WEB.mp4


Game Changers / Presentation Title / Date7

A superior user experience is critical to maintaining consumer satisfaction. The key to success is to provide 

excellent search, recommendation and personalization within their service. Adding concepts, entities, 

scenes, and additional keywords ensures the video shows up in more relevant searches. In a recent study, 

67% of all respondents said they would be likely to extend their contract, upgrade their service, or sign up 

with a provider if they offered better search or recommendations *

Enriched content is inherently more searchable. Improved content discovery in your consumer service 

leads to increased usage. 

Content Search & Discovery
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Customer

MAM or DAM

Enriched metadata is delivered as an open JSON bundle to be 

stored and used for search, compliance, recommendation   and 

other vital use cases. 

Assets are acquired, ingested, processed and enriched         

using the Watson Media platform.

SEMANTIC SCENE CHAPTERING
Divides the Media into meaningful chunks or chapters that can be more 

easily managed by people responsible for editing or producing.

SPEECH TO TEXT
Converts audio into text, by leveraging machine intelligence to combine 

information about grammar and language structure with knowledge of 

the composition of the audio signal. Trainable.

NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING
Using the Textual output of S2T or a Close Caption File, NLU derives: 

Concepts, Document-Level Emotions Sentiment, Entities, Keywords, 

Language, & Taxonomy. Trainable. 

VISUAL RECOGNITION
Detects the contents of an image or video frame, answering the 

question: “What is in this image?” Returns class, class description, face 

detection, and text recognition. Trainable. 

Watson Video Enrichment Workflow
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Watson
Captioning



Providing closed captioning and 

translation services is expensive, 

complex, and error prone. Leveraging 

Watson Video Enrichment’s transcription 

capabilities, Watson Captioning 

automates this process, generating 

accurate and editable closed captions, 

fast.

With Watson Captioning, clients save 

money and time and are able to more 

efficiently meet the changing legal and 

compliance standards of entities such as 

the FCC and ADA.



IBM 

Watson 

Media is 

Raising the 

Bar for 

Closed 

Captioning

• Automatic Natural Cue Segmentation: Using a smart layout algorithm, Watson 

Captions automatically segments caption cues at natural breaking points, 

resulting in captions with greater readability.

• Faster Than Real Time: Maximize efficiency by generating captions at 

previously impossible speeds. Content ranging from 21 to 24 minutes in length 

can be captioned in under 7 minutes.

• Self-Learning: Learning from every correction, Watson Captions is continuously 

evolving and improving accuracy rates.

• Custom Corpora: Upload a customized glossary to extend vocabulary, provide 

greater context to words, and increase confidence and accuracy.

• Maintain Quality Control: All captions can be edited manually using the online 

caption editor interface, optimized for maximum efficiency.



Adult content recognition, violence detection, recognizing objectionable language (in multiple languages), 

detecting racial insensitivity, incorrect or fake material, missing captions, logos that don’t belong, section 

508 compliance, ADA compliance, detecting trademark or licensing violations. All big problems -- in need of 

automation. Using Video Enrichment, Watson understands the contents of the video and knows to flag this 

asset for potential violation. 

Automatic identification keeps you compliant and saves the cost of manual search & identification.

Compliance



How much impact does product placement have?  How often was a product or logo actually on screen? 

Was it fully visible?  Where was it visible? Watson detects the Starbucks logo on a coffee cup in a frame of 

your video content.  Then it can track if the full logo could be seen or if it was obscured, how long it was on 

screen and where on the frame it was present. Using Video Enrichment, Watson understands the contents 

of the video and helps you track and predict the performance of a logo inside of a set of video content.

Automatic logo identification helps you understand the value of product placement and helps predict the 

impact that placement will have.

Logo Identification



Case Studies



CHALLENGE

Enhance experience at US Open by transcribing video 

content into text. Convert spoken interviews and broadcasts 

into written transcripts for media, fans, players, and coaches.

SOLUTION

Uses Watson Speech to Text API to automatically generate 

subtitles and transcripts by leveraging machine intelligence to 

combine information about grammar and language structure 

with knowledge of the composition of the audio signal. Applied 

against live and on demand content to allow for dynamic 

transcript correction

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Increased Efficiency: Reduced production turnaround time 

and implemented a system that is continually refining based 

on expanding knowledge base and learning from past errors.

Cost Savings: Less labor and man power required.



CHALLENGE

Build a cognitive “discovery engine” that allows users to 

explore ideas inside all TED Talks videos via question and 

answer or keyword and metadata search in natural language.

SOLUTION

Using Tone Analyzer and Natural Language Understanding 

APIs, Watson analyzes concepts, keywords, sentiment, 

language, and taxonomy to curate a playlist of short video 

clips that offer various perspectives on the user’s question or 

keyword search.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Enhanced search and index: Making the most relevant 

content more accessible to users

Extract the essence of meaning in a way that typical metadata 

cannot



CHALLENGE

Creation of engaging highlights for rapid distribution of the 

Masters tournament. 

SOLUTION

Video enrichment watches 100+ hours of video filmed at the 

Masters, in real time, and create highlights of the most 

exciting segments. Using advanced AI techniques, Watson 

consumed the Masters looking for 4 factors: overall 

excitement level, commentator excitement, action recognition 

(such as players high fiving), crowd cheering 

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Creation of highlight clips in near real-time that can be shared 

on social media and other high value outlets

Enhanced search and index: Making the most relevant 

content more accessible to users



CHALLENGE

Leverage the artificial intelligence power of Watson to improve 

and expedite production workflow capabilities and create a 

more engaging digital experience for fans.

SOLUTION

Watson will ingest, analyze, categorize, and tag audio, visual, 

and video content to create enriched metadata that enables AI 

indexed video, automated highlight clipping, photo workflow 

enhancements, photo pickers and gallery generators, a 

fashion analysis dashboard, and lyrical analysis.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Expedited photo and video curation for Grammy.com delivers 

fans more compelling content, faster.

Watson integration optimizes workflows and improves existing 

content management system inefficiencies.

Enriched fan experience and engagement by delivering new 

content without adding to production workload.



Additional AI
Use Cases



To maximize engagement, sports broadcasters are driven to generate clips and highlights as quickly as 

possible. But with hours of live video feeds and consumer demand for immediate gratification, this is no 

easy feat. Using Video Enrichment, Watson listens, watches, and learns a live sports feed to automatically 

identify and curate the most exciting moments into segments that can be used in online highlight packages 

to satisfy social demand.

Automatic creation of cognitive highlights saves money and time, and scales for large events. Efficient 

video analysis finds the most relevant highlights based on dynamic rules. 

Highlight Clipping



Other 

potential 

use cases 

for Watson 

visual 

analysis

• Altered imagery: Comparing a set of assets to a known 

body of work to determine which images have been altered

• Out-of-context imagery: Comparing imagery to related 

text/metadata to determine when an unaltered image is 

being paired with other material not originally associated 

with the imagery

• Misattributed imagery: Logging imagery with timestamps to 

compare to later iterations of the same asset, e.g., social 

media re-posting



Appendix





Masters 
Demo 
Video



Highlight Clipping

Watson Video Enrichment



As the amount of content grows, automating 

key services and keeping costs in check is 

critical to success.

Providing closed captioning and translation services is 

expensive, complex, and error prone.

- New and changing closed captioning standards, as 

well as regional rule variations, add to the challenge

- Captions are often either way out of sync with the 

dialog or else only partially available in content

- Live captioning adds a greater challenge as accuracy 

errors increase dramatically  

Leveraging the power of Watson, IBM technology can 

help ensure real-time, accurate closed captions. With 

closed caption data available, your business can now 

unlock the added capabilities of Watson

CLOSED CAPTIONING



As the amount of content grows, automating 

key services and keeping costs in check is 

critical to success.

Providing closed captioning and translation services is 

expensive, complex, and error prone.

- New and changing closed captioning standards, as 

well as regional rule variations, add to the challenge

- Captions are often either way out of sync with the 

dialog or else only partially available in content

- Live captioning adds a greater challenge as accuracy 

errors increase dramatically  

Leveraging the power of Watson, IBM technology can 

help ensure real-time, accurate closed captions. With 

closed caption data available, your business can now 

unlock the added capabilities of Watson

CLOSED CAPTIONING

Confidence Text

93% A severe tornado watch has been issued

75% For parts of Ness City

88% Winds are out of the north

79% And conditions will continue to amplify

79% But here is a look at what is already going on

88% Heavy rainfall, particularly on the west side of the city

93% And you can expect about two to three inches more overnight

93% The storm will continue to work its way east tomorrow morning

93% With strong gusts of wind at 65 mph

96% And hail ranging in size from a golf ball to a baseball

62% We are up to a level 6 out of 10 

89% Folks should prepare for impact accordingly

74% We will continue tracking this storm

87% Tune in to your six o’clock news for additional updates

Heavy rainfall, particularly on the west side of the city



Dated recommendation engines

POOR CONTENT DISCOVERY

Fragmented audiences and viewing

Inaccurate ad targeting

Weak personalization

High content creation cost 

Short content shelf life

Fragmented devices

Massive, unmanageable, unmonetizable content libraries

SUBSCRIBER CHURN

Increased labor cost

REGULATORY CHALLENGES

Shallow analytics Costly manual metadata creation

Lacking business intelligence for content acquisition

Complex content rights management

Understanding viewer behavior and preferences

INEFFICIENT BACK END PROCESSES

Unreliable technology foundation

Maintain consumer satisfaction

Scale to meet growing demand



Fast-tracked creative workflows

HIGHLIGHT CLIPPING

Improved business intelligence

Video summarization

Enhanced disability services

Automated quality assurance processes

Heightened security

CLOSED CAPTIONING

COMPLIANCE

Improved marketing ROI

Logo identification

Increased social media engagement

Automatic chaptering

Auto-detect fidelity issues

RECOMMENDATION UPLIFT

Better ad targeting

CONTENT SEARCH &  DISCOVERY

Expanded reach to grow your audience

Optimized operational efficiencies

VIDEO ENRICHMENT UNLOCKS…


